
Allure has developed a sophiscated AI that uses a combinaon of computer vision, natural language processing, and a set of 
proprietary algorithms to visualize, understand, and subsequently determine if the sites it analyzes are scams (including phishing, 
identy the, brand impersonaon, content re-publishing and more).

∑Computer Vision + [Natural Language Processing] = Articial Intelligence
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Account Takeover Fraud costs businesses nearly

7 Billion a year
Allure addresses the root cause

Account takeover and new account fraud have consequences 
for all aspects of business, from profits and producvity to 
customer loyalty and growth. The cost to businesses is 
enormous and rapidly growing, with aempts at ATO fraud 
rising by over 280% between 2019 and 2020, and associated 
costs to businesses growing at over 70% annually. Allure 
Security helps businesses stop the losses driven by the rise in 
ideidenty fraud. 

Allure's approach combines computer vision and natural 
language processing technologies into an arficial intelligence to 
find and eliminate online scams that provide the data - the 
lifeblood for fraudsters. Other approaches work aer the 
fraudsters have the data they need to commit their crimes. 
That's why identy fraud costs are so huge. By cu ng off the 
flow of vicm data at the source, Allure’s impact on fraud losses 
is ois orders of magnitude beyond what other vendors can deliver.

Contact Us for a Demo
info@alluresecurity.com 
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Features Allure Compe on

The power to see (almost) everywhere:

AlluAllure's technology was built to an internet-scale. Our system 
analyzes millions of sites every day - examining every newly 
registered domain and every domain with any similarity to our 
client's domains or product keywords. We walk-back referrers 
hing our client's protected sites, use patented technology to 
instantly detect site clones, and scan the dark-web looking for 
newly hosted aack sites.

We stop scams dead in their tracks:

TTakedowns and blocklists are important - and Allure excels at both 
measures. However, neither technique is robust or rapid enough 
to truly get ahead of scams and stop the flow of stolen data to 
fraudsters. Allure has engineered a new response, pairing our 
deep-knowledge of decepon technology with our experse in 
data science and threat intelligence, to turn the aacks around on 
the aackers. This ensures they get no useful data and oen lures 
the fthe fraudsters into taking down their own aack sites, or beer 
yet revealing themselves; the key for any potenal prosecuon 
your organizaon might choose to pursue.

Contact Us for a Demo
info@alluresecurity.com 

Other vendors are able to find 30-40% of aacks
Allure's detecon rate consistently runs near 100%.  
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